
 

12 Ways to Encourage Commute Options at Your Workplace in 2012 with $100 

1. Purchase a rose, gift-bag, or knit hat for every sustainable commuter at your office, and leave at 

their desk as a surprise in the morning with a thank-you note. 

2. Throw a cookie social or pizza party for all sustainable commuters as a treat. 

3. Launch a challenge where co-workers can earn $1 for charity for every day they use a 

sustainable commute.  Ask if your employer will match your charitable contributions. 

4. Offer gift cards to a local coffee shop to any solo-driver who tries a sustainable commute for the 

first time. 

5. Hold an essay competition asking co-workers to explain in 140 characters-or-less (Twitter-

length) why they use a sustainable commute.  Grand prize:  $50, and the winner can award the 

other $50 to their favorite entry.  Use entries in employee communications throughout the year. 

6. Search Craig’s list for a used bike for a workplace shared bike for day-trips. 

7. Ask co-workers to try a sustainable commute and donate the money they would have spent on 

gas to a local charity, matching contributions up to $100. 

8. Purchase mobile preferential parking for carpools/vanpools signs for most desirable parking 

spaces (shaded spaces in the summer, sunny spaces near the entry in the winter). 

9. Purchase RTD 10-Ride Ticketbooks to give co-workers a chance to try commuting by transit once 

for free (offer two passes for a free round-trip!). 

10. Hold a competition between upper management and employees, with winner from each group 

getting to have lunch outside the office together. 

11. Purchase fun prizes for Bike to Work Day to reward first-time participants, longest-ride, etc. 

12. Hold a competition where every time a coworker uses a sustainable commute during a specified 

time, they can cast their vote for a new office amenity (vote for new break room poster/art, 

vote for creamer flavor for the fridge, etc.). 

Apply Now for the Awesome Ambassador Award to receive $100 to promote sustainable commuting at 

your workplace!  Send questions to Catherine at catherine@36commutingsolutions.org. 

 


